
Dear resident, 

 

RE THE INCREASE OF CRIME IN OUR AREA 

 

The area has suffered increased armed robberies and violent attack(s) on an 
almost daily basis.  The idea to enclose certain roads in the area is a positive 
option. 

There will be an initial cash layout which can be spread among numerous 
house owners.  This will bring safety to the area, residents will have peace of 
mind and the value of properties will increase. 

Do we not all yearn for the feeling of being able to walk and jog in our area, 
hearing the laughter of children playing and riding their bicycles outside in the 
streets again, being able to watch the setting sun with a sun downer on one’s 
balcony or back yard in peace.  We all want safety and the sense of peace and 
security that it brings with it. 

Given the economic time cost are considerations are always a first concern.  
We have put a small schedule together for your benefit: 

The schedule below estimates the initial costs if 188 residents contribute 

  Option A Option B Option C 
Attorney R85,000 R85,000 R85,000 
Submission R12,000 R12,000 R12,000 
Advertising R10,000 R10,000 R10,000 
Traffic impact R50,000 R50,000 R50,000 
Structures       
TOTAL R157,000 R157,000 R157,000 
188 residents R835.11 R835.11 R835.11 
Note Rocklands and Maluti Gardens have not yet been added to the total residents. 

 



The Schedule below estimates the total cost with some estimates for 
implementation: 

  Option A Option B Option C 
Attorney R85,000 R85,000 R85,000 
Submission R12,000 R12,000 R12,000 
Advertising R10,000 R10,000 R10,000 
Traffic impact R50,000 R50,000 R50,000 
Structures R250,000 R350,000 R2,000,000 
TOTAL R407,000 R507,000 R2,157,000 
188 residents R2,164.89 R2,696.81 R11,473.40 
Note Rocklands and Maluti Gardens have not yet been added to the total residents. 

 

Please contact Liz - 083 774 5607 / Charlotte - 083 225 7729 / Kobus – 083 613 
1001 (neighbours in the area) should you wish to be included in ensuring the 
safety of our area.  The quicker we can get this process off the ground, the 
quicker we will feel safe again. 

Hope to hear from you. 

Keep safe! 

 

29 July 2017 

 

 

 


